Competitive exclusion and evolution: convergence almost never produces ecologically equivalent species
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Abstract

In a recent modeling study, McPeek (2019) has argued that ecologically equivalent species may emerge via competition-induced trait convergence, in conflict with naive expectations based on the limiting similarity principle. Though the emphasis on the possibility of the convergence of competitors is very timely, here we show that the proposed mechanism will only lead to actual coexistence in the converged state for specially chosen, fine-tuned parameter settings. It is therefore not a robust mechanism for the evolution of ecologically equivalent species. We conclude that invoking trait convergence as an explanation for the co-occurrence of seemingly fully equivalent species in nature would be premature.
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Niche segregation and neutrality, or maybe the continuum between these two extremes, have been considered as possible explanations of species co-occurrence (Holt 2006, Adler et al. 2007, Rapacciuolo and Blois 2019). While there are strong theoretical arguments (Chesson 1991) and ample empirical evidence (Janzen et al. 2017) for niche segregation, there are also several observations on the co-occurrence of reproductively isolated species with no obvious ecological differentiation between them (McPeek and Gomulkiewicz 2005). In a recent article, McPeek (2019) investigates the possibility of the emergence of neutral coexistence via convergent evolution, besides discussing opportunities for divergence. McPeek emphasizes that his results contrast with expectations from naive versions of the limiting similarity principle, and argues for supplementing the purely ecological study of conditions for coexistence with the explicit modeling of evolutionary dynamics. This is an important point, and McPeek (2019) makes a great contribution by emphasizing it in a remarkably clear way. However, we feel compelled to clarify how the principle of limiting similarity in fact still applies to McPeek’s conclusions, not only because a series of our own work was cited as supporting the naive expectations, but because of the central role of this principle in coexistence theory. We agree with McPeek that the co-occurrence of identical species differing only in neutral traits is a theoretical possibility. However,
we wish to show that competition-driven convergence to neutrality will only happen under highly restrictive conditions. It is therefore unlikely as an explanation for the long-term co-occurrence of competing cryptic or sister species. Hence, we wish to clarify the relationship between robustness of coexistence and similarity; to specify the relevance of the principle of weak limiting similarity (Meszéna et al. 2006, Burgess et al. 2019) for McPeek’s (2019) model by simulations of evolutionary trajectories; and to discuss the problem of convergence within the universal framework of adaptive dynamics. In the end we summarize the conclusions for the emergence of species.

Robustness and the weak limiting similarity principle

Competition-driven convergence seems to contradict the principle of limiting similarity. If such convergence leads to completely identical species whose relative densities fluctuate via ecological drift, their long-term coexistence is expected as long as their population sizes are sufficiently large (McPeek and Gomulkiewicz 2005). Such neutrality is robust in the face of environmental disturbances, as the environmental response functions of two biologically identical species are also identical. Thus, two completely identical species may coexist and their coexistence is robust to environmental disturbances. Robustness of a system’s behavior to parametric uncertainties is an important concept, not only for niche theory (Chesson 1991), but also in systems biology, e.g., in the context of morphogenesis (Eldar et al. 2004), in metabolic and gene regulatory networks (Nijhout et al. 2019), and in engineering (Aström and Murray 2008). In general, robustness is a consequence of differences between negative feedback loops. Too much similarity in feedback structure results in diminished robustness. The weak limiting similarity principle claims that the coexistence of a given set of (non-identical) populations is restricted to a narrow range of the externally-determined parameters when the overlap is large between either the “impact” or the “sensitivity” niches of the populations (Meszéna et al. 2006; called the “principle of robust coexistence” in Pásztor et al. 2016). In the context of MacArthur and Levins (1967), coexistence is sufficiently robust when the competing species are separated roughly by the niche width defined by the resource utilization function—otherwise coexistence becomes very sensitive to parameter perturbations (Szabó and Meszéna 2006). As a consequence, while two identical species may coexist, any difference between their functional traits makes their coexistence prone to changes in the external environment. Moreover, random genetic mutations turn the coexistence of two identical species structurally unstable in the long run: a mutation providing a slight difference in fitness will lead to competitive exclusion.

As McPeek (2019) correctly emphasizes, the validity of the weak limiting similarity principle does not guarantee divergent evolution. This purely ecological principle assumes fixed species. Still, it does apply at each step of any evolutionary process. When two species converge driven by competition, their coexistence becomes less and less robust in the face of environmental disturbances, because of increasing similarity of their niches. We show below that by considering the robustness of coexistence, it becomes clear that reaching neutral coexistence by convergence is extremely unlikely in noisy systems.

Unrobust evolutionary trajectories in McPeek’s model

Trait convergence or divergence are both natural outcomes in McPeek’s model. Whether species competing for resources ultimately converge or diverge may seem difficult to discern. In fact, it is easier than it seems at first sight. Evolving away from consuming an already heavily exploited resource is only advantageous if a different resource is available and the diet change does not incur large fitness costs. Assume that two species with widely different diets arrive in a habitat with narrow resource diversity. They will evolve convergently, as both species will adapt to the resource distribution existing in the
new habitat. Convergent evolution either leads to their coexistence with smaller diet differentiation, or one of them will be lost via the strengthening competition (Germain et al. 2018).

McPeek’s model considers two resource and two consumer populations, each characterized by the phenotypic distribution (mean and variance) of a quantitative trait. Interactions between the species induce frequency-dependent selection on the means of these distributions. The instantaneous per capita population growth rates define the population fitness values, which are in turn composed of the contributions from all phenotypes within those populations. Trait evolution is governed by quantitative genetic rules (Taper and Case 1985), while the ecological dynamics bears most resemblance to MacArthur’s (1972) model of resource competition, due to a self-regulation term which effectively makes resource growth logistic in the absence of consumption (this also means that resource supply is not modeled as in Tilman 1982, with biotic resources assumed instead). The model is similar in spirit to quantitative genetic models of competition along a trait axis, where the more similar the consumers are in their trait, the more similarly they consume the resources and so the more they compete (Slatkin 1980, Taper and Case 1985, Schreiber et al. 2011, Vasseur et al. 2011, Barabás and D’Andrea 2016). The difference is that in the model of McPeek, the resource populations themselves may evolve to provide a better or worse match with the traits of their consumers.

Focusing here on the case of convergence, Figure 1A reproduces one such scenario, taken straight from McPeek (2019). The dynamics end up with the co-occurrence of two ecologically identical species. As mentioned before however, such coexistence is not robust: even the smallest difference in any fitness-affecting parameter may lead to competitive exclusion. Accordingly, Figure 1 presents a case where the environmental component of consumer 2’s phenotypic variance is slightly increased. Thus making the two species slightly different, coexistence is lost, and consumer 1 wins. In Figure 1C, the two consumers share identical parameters, but consumer 2 gets a head start in the race towards the optimal phenotype, by being closer to it initially than its competitor. Consumer 2 is excluded again before it would reach the optimum. We argue below that these results represent the generic case: trait convergence requires both perfectly identical parameters between the competitors and highly symmetrical initial conditions.

The theory of adaptive dynamics (Metz et al. 1996, Geritz et al. 1997, 1998, Metz 2012) provides a general framework for understanding the evolutionary trajectories of continuous character(s), taking frequency-dependent selection into account but without considering the complications of diploid genetics. McPeek’s model fits into this framework. According to the theory, continuous directional evolution proceeds in the direction of increasing fitness in each generation, eventually arriving at a singular point where the fitness gradient becomes zero. Frequency dependence manifests itself in the fact that the convergence-stable singular point, to which directional evolution converges, is not necessarily a fitness maximum. Whether it is a fitness maximum or a fitness minimum corresponds to the cases of converging or diverging evolution, respectively. Diverging evolution is neither the only option, nor a priori more likely than convergence within this framework.

Figure 2 presents the same results as Figure 1 using mutual invasibility plots (MIPs; Brännström et al. 2013). In these MIPs the regions of coexistence/co-occurrence are plotted as a function of the evolving traits of the two consumers, with fixing resource traits at their evolutionarily stable outcomes (this state is independent of the competitive outcome between the two consumers; see Figure 1). Figure 2A corresponds to the two cases with the same parameter values given in Figure 1A and 1C. The region of coexistence has a single point on the main diagonal, meaning that coexistence of identical species is possible but only at that single common mean trait value, which is the singular point of adaptive dynamics. The solid arrow within the coexistence region represents the evolutionary trajectory when both the parameters and initial conditions of the two consumers are identical, as in Figure 1A. It
Figure 1: Numerical illustration that convergence to ecologically equivalent species, in the model of McPeek (2019), is oversensitive both to perturbing parameters and initial conditions. Top / bottom rows show population densities / trait values in time. Solid lines are consumers, dashed lines are resources; different colors stand for different species. In the bottom row, lines show trait means and the shaded areas around them the one-sigma trait standard deviations. In the default scenario (A), parameters are $c_0 = 3, d_i = 0.02, \gamma = 0.01, z_f = 25, G_R = 0.2, E_R = 0.4, G_N = 0.2, E_N = 30, a_0 = 0.5, b_i = 5.0, f_i = 0.15, g_i = 0, \theta_i = 0.01, f_0 = 1.2, z_f = 20, z_R = 30$, with initial conditions $R_1(0) = 40, R_2(0) = 50, N_1(0) = 1, N_2(0) = 10, z_R = 20, z_R = 30, z_N = 16, z_N = 34$. In this scenario the consumers converge in their mean trait, effectively becoming identical (neutral) species. In the second scenario (B), everything is as before except that $E_N = 31$. This small perturbation of the trait variance means that, although the consumers still converge in their mean traits, consumer 2 is now excluded. The third scenario (C) is like the left, except $z_N = 20$. This initial asymmetry in starting conditions is sufficient to exclude consumer 2 while it is evolving towards the middle.

Figure 2B depicts the case given in Figure 1B. When a parameter is different for the two consumers, the region of coexistence does not include the main diagonal. Therefore, coexistence of two different consumers with identical trait distributions (i.e., without niche segregation) is not possible.

The sharp shape of the coexistence range in the vicinity of the singular point is general, as it is the geometric consequence of superimposing two pairwise invasibility plots (PIPs; see Figure 3 in Geritz et al. 1998). Therefore, it is a general conclusion that converging evolution results in co-occurrence
Figure 2: Mutual invasibility plots in McPeek’s (2019) model. (A) Parameters are as in the default scenario of Figure 1. Resource mean phenotypes are fixed at $z_{R1} = 15.9$ and $z_{R2} = 34.1$, the evolutionarily stable outcomes of the same scenario. Mean trait values are shown for consumer species 1 (abscissa, $z_{N1}$) and 2 (ordinate, $z_{N2}$). The blue region shows trait combinations of mutual invasibility, where each species can invade, in turn, the monoculture equilibrium of its competitor. Outside this region, either species 1 (dark gray) or species 2 (light gray) wins and there is no coexistence; or there is neutrally stable coexistence (white strip along identical trait values). Arrows show the dynamical trajectories of consumers’ trait means from Figure 1A (solid) and 1C (dashed). In the latter scenario, the trajectory moves outside the region of mutual invasibility, driving species 2 extinct. (B) As before, but with $E_{N2}$ increased from 30 to 31 (as in Figure 1B). The strip of neutral coexistence has disappeared; instead, for $z_{N1} = z_{N2}$, it is always species 1 that wins. Therefore, even though evolution still drives the system towards the evolutionarily stable point in the middle, coexistence is no longer possible at this point. In summary: while convergence of traits is a natural and robust outcome in this model, this does not guarantee co-occurrence—in fact, both model parameters and initial conditions must be carefully fine-tuned to avoid competitive exclusion.

only in an unlikely, fine-tuned case. McPeek’s results on the convergence to neutral species thus demonstrate non-generic, exceptional cases, when a fitness maximum is approached from the same distance, the fitness of the competing species is the same at each step, and a continuous path to the singular point does exist. In this way, the weak limiting similarity theorem is valid at each step on the way to the singular point, assuming a separation of ecological and evolutionary time scales. (Without such separation, as in McPeek’s model, sufficiently fast evolution may still reach the singular point, though with potentially very low density of the inferior species.) However, even these cases are highly special, as we have to assume that the only difference between the species is in the evolving trait(s). Otherwise, one species will disappear when the trait difference becomes smaller than the threshold set by other (parameter) difference between the species.

Conclusions

The vast number of co-occurring, seemingly identical, ecologically equivalent sister and cryptic species provide empirical grounds for challenging conventional ecological wisdom, supporting the view that these species have equal fitness in any environment, with ecological drift determining their fate instead of stabilizing frequency-dependent interactions (Leibold and McPeek 2006, McPeek and Gomulkiewicz 2005). Certainly, this type of coexistence is a theoretical possibility, as extinction by drift is a very slow process in large populations (Hubbell 2001).
Then the question arises: is there an evolutionary mechanism that can produce such cryptic species? Immediate emergence of cryptic, neutral species does not seem plausible; e.g., allopolyploid hybrid speciation leads to immediate reproductive isolation but also with differences in fitness components (Taylor and Larson 2019). For example, there are indications that resource partitioning among larvae may maintain the coexistence of cryptic Lepidopteran species (Janzen et al. 2017) and of Müllerian mimics of passion vine butterflies (Benson 1978).

Emergence of neutral species purely by way of sexual selection is also considered unlikely, both in allopatry and sympatry (Servedio and Boughman 2017, Kopp et al. 2018). This is because rare variants, which mate more successfully between themselves than with other variants or choose extreme partners, have lower fitness just because they are rare (Arnegard and Kondrashov 2004). This disadvantage must be compensated with some frequency-dependent advantage, stabilizing their coexistence with more common variants. To our knowledge, it is yet to be demonstrated that mutations accumulated in allopatric populations provide only reproductive isolation without affecting fitness (Toews et al. 2016).

In light of these difficulties, the emergence of ecologically equivalent but reproductively isolated species by convergent evolution is an intriguing suggestion. However, as we demonstrated above, this process is extremely unlikely, as avoidance of competitive exclusion during the process depends on a precise fine-tuning of parameters and initial conditions.

While it is difficult to imagine the emergence of strictly neutral but reproductively isolated cryptic species, there is strong support for the opposite: gene flow between ecologically different species (Nosil 2012, Taylor and Larson 2019). Considering all these arguments, and due to the necessary gaps in our empirical knowledge, we still raise the question whether hidden species differences, generating frequency-dependent ecological dynamics, may not be the rule rather than the exception in explaining the coexistence of cryptic species.
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